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Communications from Cuba and Uruguay
Regarding Participation in the Torquay Negotiations

Cuba

The Government of Cuba has informed the Secretariat that in view of satisfactory bilateral discussions with the United States of America, it intends to participate in the Torquay negotiations. The preparation of lists for possible negotiations other than with the United States has been delayed pending the outcome of the discussions referred to above, but they will be communicated as soon as possible.

The Cuban Government has been reminded of the urgency of submitting requests lists if negotiations are not to be seriously delayed.

Uruguay

The Uruguayan Government has now expressed its desire to participate in the Torquay negotiations with the object of revising agreements provisionally arrived at at Annecy and to complete negotiations which could not be completed there. At the same time, Uruguay wishes to negotiate with the new acceding governments.

Participating governments which wish to negotiate with Uruguay should therefore send their requests lists without delay. The Uruguayan Government has been requested to expedite the despatch of requests lists to participating governments with which it wishes to negotiate. As regards the revision of Annecy agreements, it has been suggested that Uruguay send immediately to the governments concerned details of the modifications sought and proposed compensatory adjustments.